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 Play, arrange and perform loops with professional audio quality and all with total... Are you searching for a new innovative tool
to turn your guitar, bass, or any other string instrument into a melodic source? Here is a useful app that will turn any single string

into a music instrument : The Fretsock will make... With this music application, it is possible to set the pitch of a virtual
instrument and record or playback musical notes. The instrument is easy to set up and the user will be able to play a virtual

guitar, a flute or a violin, a piano... This is an example of an application where the user can create his own music, apply notes on
a guitar, play it and see the sound on an earphone. The guitar can be modeled in real time. If you want to try the software, I

suggest you... TAPE ENGINE PRO will quickly change your GarageBand experience from traditional desktop software to an all-
new fluid, streamlined, iPad-only workflow. With all of your files and projects already in place, simply launch the free app,...
This application is an updated version of one I mentioned here. Version 2.0 has been added support for the iPhone 5 with a

widescreen display. Also support has been added for the iPad Air. The latest version will work well with the iPhone... The in
depth tutorial for this iPad app includes a 30 minute video instruction, multiple practice lessons and a complete information

section. The app consists of audio files, and notes that can be printed and/or recorded. The tutorial... If you are a professional
songwriter looking for a new songwriting app and a new music app for iPad, the Songify application is your answer. Songify

transforms your guitar, piano or voice into a song. It has a premium version, with... The music and song creation tool in the iOS
App Store is now including a powerful MIDI editor for composing and recording. You can mix and match traditional

instruments with real-time virtual and sample instruments, use the pitch... Piano Roll Bass Guitar is a fun, easy-to-use virtual
piano, bass, guitar, or other instrument for composing music with the touch of 82157476af
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